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Many authors such as Dodson, Radivoiovici [2], Kolaf [7, 9], Oproiu [16],
Puscas [17], Rybnikov [20] and others have dealt with prolongations of connections.
By these we understand the rule transforming a given connection on a manifold into
a connection on some prolongation of this manifold. For instance, a connection
on J T - ^ X or VY -^ X is associated with a connection on a fibre manifold Y -^ X.
In the present paper we shall deal with the '^prolongation" of a linear connection
on an arbitrary manifold in the following sense. Any linear connection on a manifold
M may be identified with a principal connection on the first order frame bundle
H^M{M,Ll)
= inv Jl{R"'%M), iJ^ = Gl{m,R); throughout the paper m - dim M.
We shall solve the problem how to construct a principal connection on the semiholonomic (or holonomic) second order frame bundle H^M (or H^M) which depends
only on finite order derivatives of a given linear connection. All our constructions
will be natural in the sense of the theory of categories.
First we shall solve our problem using analytical methods. Then we shall show
that there is a geometrical way of solution, which uses prolongations of a linear
connection given by the geometrical constructions of Oproiu [16] and Kolar [7].
As a consequence we obtain natural prolongations of any linear connection. This
means that there is a constructed connection on H^M over a given connection
on H^M,
All connections on principal bundles will be principal. Our considerations are
in the category C'.
1. Connections on principal fibre bundles. Let P(M, G) be a principal fibre bundle.
The r-th order (holonomic) prolongation of P is the principal fibre bundle
Ш'Р{М, G ; ) = Jo,e(^''' X G^ P) with the structure group G^ = wi{R'' x G) where e
is the unit in G. It is known, [8], [lO], that WP = WM 0 ГР and G^ = JC;„ X T^G
where © is the fibre product and x is the semidirect product of groups. Then W
is a covariant functor from 0^^J^G) (the category of all principal fibre bundles with
m-dimensional bases and a structure group G and morphisms of such bundles over
diffeomorphisms) into ^ J ^ ^ G ^ ) , [10]. W transforms any morphism / e
e Н о т ^^JS^)
over /o into W'f \^ {H%, JJ) where HJ^ and JJ are defined in
the usual way, [5].
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According to Ehresmann [ l ] an r~th order connection on any principal fibre
bundle P(M, G) can be interpreted as a section of the fibre manifold Q'P •-> M
of elements of connections. In the sense of the theory of categories, Q'' is a covariant
functor from the category ^ ^ , „ into the category ^J/,„ (^^ ^^^ fibre manifolds with
m-dimensional bases and fibre manifold morphisms over diff'eomorphisms). ß** transforms any principal fibre bundle P(^M, G) into Q''P -> M where Q'^P is a fibre manifold associated with W''P{M, G,;). The standard fibre of Q'P is T,^^ = Го{К"\ G%
and the action of the group G^^ on T^n,e^ i^ given by, [19],
(1)

{A,S)Y={SYro[ißS)-'])oÄ~\

where (Л, 5) e L;, X T^G, Y G T^^^G, SYfo[{ßS)-']
is the product in T;;^G induced
by the product in G and "o" is the composition of jets, ß is the target projection
Jo(i?'", G)^ G and (ßS)''^ means the inverse element of ßS in G. l{ßS)~^] means
the constant map of i?"" on (ßS)"^. Hence
Q'p

= w"p

X 7;:;,,G/G; .

Any morphism / of P(M, G) into P{M, G) given by a triplet (/, (p,fo),
f:P-^P
over / o ! M -> M, (p: G -^ G is a homomorphism of groups such that f(ug) =
= f{u) (p{g) for all и E P and ^ e G, is transformed into the morphism Q'f\ Q'P ->
-^ Q'P by defining 0 7 : = {W% T^^cp) where Г > : T.^G -> T„^G is given by 7^>(/oa) ==
= fo{(poocl a : i ? " - ^ G .
In our case we consider only the first order connections and P is the first order
frame bundle H^M{M, L ^ (or the second order semiholonomic frame bundle
H^M(M, L ^ ) ) . Then the fibre manifold of elements of connections Q^H^M (or
Q^H^M) is associated with W^H^M (or W^H^M). W^H^
(or W^H^M) has the
reduction H^M (or H^M), [10], and hence Q^H^M (or Q^H^M) is a fibre manifold
associated with H^M (or H^M). T^ß^ (or Г^,еАп) Js the standard fibre of Q^H^M
(or Q^H^M) and the action of the group L^„ (or L^) on the standard fibre is given by
the restriction of the action (l) to the subgroup L^„ <= {l}^)]^ (or l 4 ci (L^)^). Then
according to [5] Q^H^ (or Q^H^) is a lifting functor of order two (or three) and
a connection on H^M (or H^M) is a field of geometrical objects of order two (or
three) in the sense of [15].
2. Natural operators. Let JF, G : Ji„^ -^ ^M be two lifting functors of orders r
and s. cJf,„ is the category of all m-dimensional manifolds and their embeddings.
If for any manifold M e Ob Jt^^ a differential operator A^: FM -^ GM is given
then A is a diffbrential operator of the functor F into the functor G.
If a diff'erential operator A satisfies
(2)

{A^a)\U

=

A,{cr\U)

for all open subsets U cz M and all sections a: M -> FM, then the operator A is
called inclusion-preserving.
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Let f: M ^ M be any diffeomorphism. Then the map Ff: FM -> FM transforms
any section a: M -> FM into the section F / o a o / ~ 4 M -> FM. An inclusionpreserving operator A is natural if for any section a. M -^ FM and any diffeo
morphism f: M -^ M,
(3)

A^{Ffoaof~')

=

GfoAMCTof-'

is fulfilled.
A natural operator A: F -^ G is of order к if A^^ is of order к for all M e Ob J^^,
Hence for any M e Ob J^^^ we have the associated base-preserving morphism
ßFM

-> GM ,

^м{М

= Аис .

From (З) we obtain
(G/ о <,и) ( i » = {GîoAuCS.f-'){x)

= {A^lFf о <т о / ' i)) (x) =

where х = / ( х ) and this yields a commutative diagram
j^FM - ^ ^ G M
J^Ff

Gf

J".FM^^G

M

Hence ^: ßF ^ G is a natural transformation of ßF into G.
On the other hand, let ^: ßF -> G be a natural transformation. Then it is easy
to prove that the rule A transforming any section a: M -> FM into A^a =
= '(^м{^^У ^ -^ G^ is a natural operator of order k.
So we have proved
Proposition 1. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of k-th order
natural operators of a lifting functor F into a lifting functor G and the set of natural
transformations of ßF into G.
3. Natural operations with linear connection. Now we can solve our problem.
A linear connection on M can be interpreted as a section Г: M -^ Q^H^M. We have
to transform any section Г into a section Рм^'- M -> Q^H^M such that p: Q^H^ ->
-^ О^Я^ is a finite order natural operator. This means that a connection pj^T depends
only on finite order derivatives of Г.
Assume first that p is a first' order operator, so that we have the associated map

The standard fibre S^ = T^^^L]„ of Q^H^M is an L^-space. We denote the canonical
coordinates on S^ by (Гд) (Christoff'ers). Then from (1) the action of L^ on S^ is

(4)

(4«#)(r},) = (a,>T4 + «iriX«7)>

where (aj, a'ji^) e L^ and Ä = (àj, àj^) is the inverse element of A.
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The r-th jet prolongation of Q^H^M is a fibre manifold rQ^H^M associated with
ir^^M, [13]. Recall that according to [5] rQ^H^ is a lifting functor of order(r + 2).
Denote by S\ the standard fibre of J'Q^H^M and consider the canonical coordinates
(Гд, Гд^, ..., Tjj^i^j^)
(Christoff^ei's and their partial derivatives up to order r).
Then the action of the group Ц^^' on S[ is given by gradual formal difi'erentiation
up to order r of the action (4), [11]. For г = 1 we obtain the action of Ц^ on S\:
(5)

(a), aj„ a],^ (Г}„ Г},,,) =^ (а^^а^Щ + a ^ F L ^ ^ '

+ а^Пп^а^^аГ

+ aX,JTiâj

+ <F,^.^T«lO •

Further, Q^H^M is a fibre manifold associated with H^M with the standard
fibre R2 = Т^п,еЦп- Denote the canonical coordinates on R2 by (Гд, Y'j^) (there is
no symmetry in subscripts). Then from (l) we have the coordinate expression of the
action of L^ on R2'.

(6)

(4' 4 ' 4 0 (r;„ г},о == (a;,a^4 + airi^âiâjj,

Now, according to [18] our problem is equivalent to finding all L^-equivariant
maps of S\ into R2. The coordinate expression for such an L^-equivariant map is
V )

^ jk ~ ^ jk\^- jk^ ^ jk,l) '

^ jkl ~

^ jki\^ jk^ A jk,l) '

Let (A), Ajj^, Ajj^i) be the canonical coordinates on the Lie algebra of L^. Then
according to [10, 12] all L^-equivariant maps F: S\ -> JR2 are just all global solutions
of the following systems of partial differential equations:
f)F^

(8)

T-f (^"р + <а-г^И^-г;ги^) +
^^ np

4-

f)F'

Д {4^

ДГ'Ш
pm
>jr
-^«p,r^q ~

(9)

4. 4^Г'' 4- /('"Г*"

V «jPg

'

pm j r
_
^ rp^nq

^

— F'" À*" — F"* /F —

^^rg^ /ip "^ ^^r ^ ир,д
pw j r \ _
^ nr^pq) "

^ rp,q^n

^ i z-m _
"^m^ jk

(^;Гр + ^ " п , - TiAi

pi
лт _
^mk^j

*• nr,q^^p
/7' J^" i /j »
^ jm^k
^ ^jk '

- r:^Ai) +

^^ np

_L

dF'

./fc^ {лт

л. Л^Т*"

лрш
V^"M ~^
^^ np,q

4- Л^^Г*"

»"Q np ^

^r^

np,q

— Г'" / F — F'" /1'* —
A ^p,g/l„

A nr,q^p

- c ^ j - гги;« - r™^;j = A)„ + AUF-JI + 4„Fr, +
+ ^m^jkl

~

^mkl^j

^jml^k

^ Jkm^l

^ ml'^jk '
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First vv^e shall solve the system (8). Assume that Ä) = op А]^^ = A)^^ = 0, then the
system (8) is reduced to

^^ np

^-^ np,q

^10) is the system of type

a^x'

+b ^

yP = kf.

According to [4] all global solutions are homogeneous polynomials of degree r
in the variables x' and of degree 5 in the variables y^ such that ar + bs = k. In our
case a = 1, Ь = 2, /c = 1 and hence г = 1, s = 0. Hence the solution of (10) is
a linear function dependent only on Christoffel's Г ^ . Then we have
^jk

—

^jkp^qr

and if we assume Aj = 0 we obtain from (8)

4* + «д1 = 1
and a)f^ = 0 if / # p or {j, k] Ф {^, r}. If we denote ajf^ = с we can express the
solution of (8) in the form

(11)

^-j. = ^n + (i-^^)a-.

Now, we shall solve the system (9). Assume again A) = ^ j , Ä)^ = Ajj.i = 0.
Then the system (9) is reduced to

^^ np

^^ np,q

and according to [4] the solutions of (12) are homogeneous polynomials of degree r
in r;"^, and of degree s in Г;;;,^,^ such that r + 2s = 2. Then r = 2, s = 0 or r = 0,
5 = 1. Hence the solutions are sums of linear functions in Tjj^i and quadratic functions
in Г д . Express these solutions in the form
^ jkl

— ^jklp^

qr,s ^

^^jklqm^

np^ rs

Where bj^^p^ =: b'JlYm^, Using a simple algebraic evaluation we can easily find the
relations between the coefficients. If we denote aj{^- = a, ajif^ = b, a^-jj = c,
^]kii = ä, a'j[{) = e, a'jf/i = / we obtain the solutions of (9) in the form
(13)

F j , , = аГ)и,1 + ЬГ],^, + cFlj, + аГ^^

+ eT\j,, + fT\,j

+ (^ _ , „ , - _ j + а)Г},„Г^ + (1 - / - с

+

- а)Г},Г?^ +

+ (с + e - a) ri^^jT^, + aTl^jTT, + (c + d + e - 1 + с + ß) F ^ F J , +

+ (1 „ , „ ^ _ ^ ) r L F ^ + (a + / - ^)г;Д-^ + i?Fi,F^ +
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^

+ {c-a-

b-d

+ {b + d-c-y)

+ y) Г;,„Г;, + i-c-y)

ГЩ'} +

г,'„г™ + 7г;„,г:,,

where a, b, c, <:/, e,/, c, a, ß,y eR and a + Ь + с + c/ + e + / = 1.
We have proved
Theorem 1. There is a 9-parameter family of first order natural operators of
Q^H^ into Q^H^ and any such natural operator transforms a connection Г ( = Г]/,)
on H^M for any M e Ob ^//,„ into connections p^T on H^M with components given
by (11) and (13) for some real coefficients a, b, c, d, e,f, c, a, ß, y, where a -\- b +
+ с -\- d + e + f = 1.
R e m a r k . According to (11) the connections pj^F are over connections cF +
4- (1 — c) F where Г is the conjugate connection to Г. If с = 1 then pj^F are over Г
and we obtain prolongation natural operators. Hence we have
Coroiiary. There is an S-parameter family
of Q4P into Q'H".

of first order prolongation

operators

4, Geometrical construction of natural operators. In this section we shall show
that any first order natural operator of Q^H^ into о/Я^ may be constructed in the
geometrical way. There are two basic prolongation natural operators of order one
of Q^H^ into Q^H^. The first one is given by the geometrical construction of Oproiu
[16]. This construction can be generalized in the following form. Let P[M, G, n)
be a principal bundle. Then W^P с T^^P is the set of such 1-jets of cp: R"^ -^ P that
cp = n о (p is a local diffeomorphism of R'^ on M, [14]. Consider a connection Г
on P given by F(p) = j ^ y(t), where y: M -> P is a section such that у(х) == p,
and a connection Л on H^M given by A{uj = jl X{t), where X: M -> H^M is a section
such that X{x) = u, [9]. Let x G M be an arbitrary point and ^ e T^M an arbitrary
vector. Then u~^(4'), иеН\М, is an element oï R"\ Then X{(p) {u~\C))\ R"^ -^ TM
and F{l{cp) (u-^^))): i?^" -> TP. The 1-jet of this map is an element of T^TP. Using
the diffeomorphism T^^TP ^ TT^P we obtain a lifting which defines a connection
Рм(Г, Л) on W'P.
Now, we consider P = H^M. Then W^H^M ^ H^M and two connections Г, Л
on H^M determine a connection ^^(Г, Л) on H^M. The connection Рм{Т, Л)
determines the connection on H^M с H^M if and only if Л = Г (the conjugate
connection to Г). Then ^ is a first order natural prolongation operator and its as
sociated map has the coordinate expression
(14)

F J,. = Г д

(the prolongation condition) ,
pi
^ Jkl

~

1^/
-^ Jl,k

I j-'i p/n
"T- 1 jtnl la •

It is easy to see that Oproiu's prolongation operator is obtained from (11) and (13)
if с = 1, Ь = 1 and the other coefficients vanish.
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The second basic prolongation operator has been constructed by Kolaf [7] who
developed the original idea of Gollek [3]. Let Г be a connection on P and Л a connec
tion on H^M given as above. Then (kit), Г(у(г))) is a section of W^P = H^M @ J^P
and j\.{k{t), r(y(r))) determines a connection on W^P.
In our case P = H^M and W^P = H^M. Then two connections Г and Л on H^M
determine the connection Рм(Г, Л) on H^M. This connection determines the con
nection on H^M if and only if Л = Г and then p is a first order prolongation natural
operator with the associated map
(15)

F% = T),,
jkl

~~ ^ jk,l

"T- -1 ,nk^ jl

"T" A y„jl kl

^ тИ jk '

Jt is easy to see that Kolar's prolongation operator is obtained from (11) and (13)
if с = 1, a = 1 and the other coefficients vanish.
According to (6) QjH^M is an affine fibre manifold. Hence if S^, ..., E^, are con
nections on H^M, i.e. sections of Q^H^M, then /cj E^ + ... + /c^, I^,,
kieR,
k^ + ... + kp = 1, is also a connection. Denote by £(Q^H^M) the vector bundle
associated with Q^H^M. Then E(Q^H^M)
is associated with №^M. For an arbitrary
connection Г: M -^ Q'^^H^M and an arbitrary section x: M -^ E(Q^H^M)
the
sum Г + /CI, к e R, is also a connection on H^M.
Consider the canonical involutive automorphism i^: H^M -> H^M which maps
the point (x', Xp Хд.) onto the point {x\ x^, x[-). This automorphism transforms any
connection S on H^M given by l(w) = j \ ü(t) into the connection /д^ Ъ{и) =
= fj^ G{t). If ( Е Д , 1 Д ; ) are components of Z, then /jy^ E has components (Ед, E^y^).
Then / is a natural operator of order zero of Q^H^^ into Q^H^.
Using the natural operator i and the conjugate connection Г ( = Г^У) we can
construct for any connection Г( = Г д ) the following connections on H^M over Г:
(16)

Рм(Г, Г), р Д Г , Г), (ip)^ ( г , г ) , (/р)м ( г , г )

and the following connections on H^^M over Г:
(17)

p^{r, Г), Рм{Г, Г), (ф)л, (Г, Г), (ip)^ (Г, Г) .

Denote Е = ^(Г + Г). Then with Kolär's operator p we can associate the section
of E{Q^H^M) given by
(18)

,

P = 4{p,,(i:, S) - 1 р Д Г , г ) - - W ( r , г)}

and with Oproiu's operator p we can associate two sections of E^Q^H^M)
(19)

a = 4 { ^ 2 , £) - i-pM(r, f ) - ГРМ{^,

(20)

Я =

Г)} ,

4{(Ф)Д,(Е,1)-КФ)М(Г,Г)-КФ)^^(Г,Г)}.

Then from (16) —(20), using the affine structure of Q^H^M, we can construct a family
of connections on H^^M which is equivalent to the family given by Theorem 1.
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Thus we have proved
Theorem!. Every first order natural operator of Q^H^ into Q^H^ can be deduced
from Oproiu's and KolaFs operators.
5. Natural operators of Q^H^ into Q^H^. Up to now we have considered the
second order semiholonomic frame bundle. Now, we shall consider the second order
holonomic frame bundle H^M. For the components of connections on H^M we have
the additional condition Т'щ ~ r{ji. From the coordinate expression (15) of Kolar's
operator w^e immediately obtain
Proposition 2. If Г: M -^ Q^H^M is a connection without torsion then Рм{^, Г)
is the connection on H^M.
If Г is a linear connection in our sense, then the classical connection, [6], is — f.
From this and the coordinate expression (14) of Oproiu's operator we immediately
obtain
Proposition 3. Рм(Г, Г) is a connection on H^M if and only if Г is a connection
on H^M such that Г is the connection without curvature.
In general, the additional condition Г)^^ = T^ji leads to a four-parameter family
of natural operators of order one. This family is obtained from (11) and (13) by
putting a = c, b = d, e = f, (X = ß, у = (2b — c)/2.
Theorems. There is a four-parameter family of first order natural operators
of Q^H^ into Q^H^ and any such natural operator transforms any connection Г
( = Г д ) on H^M into connections on H^^M with components

(21)

n, = с г ; , + ( i - c ) n ,
r;,, = а(г},., + г'^,,) + ь(г},,, + n,j) +-<г;,,, + rj,.,) +
+ (с + a - i) (rj^f, + ri^rj,) + (1 _ e - с - a) (rj^rf, + Г'^Щ +

+ (a + e - a) (г;Л; + n,r^O + «(r;,rf, + r;,rf,)+
+ g _ a _ b) (г^ц. + rj^r;,) + (b-'^

(r;,r?, + r;,rf,)

where 2a + 2b + 2e = 1,
Corollary. For с = 1 we have prolongation natural operators and hence there is
a three-parameter family of first order prolongation natural operators of Q^H^
into Q^H\
Rybnikov [20] constructed geometrically a prolongation natural operator of Q^H^
into Q^H^ for connections without torsion. In coordinates
^ Jkl — 6^ (Jk,l)

"T" d^FÜ'-k)!

•""

3^/р^Д'

ИЗ

where ( . . . ) denote symmetrisation. It is easy to see that this operator is obtained
from (21) if с = 1, a = 0, a = fe = e = | .
6. The order of natural operators of Q^H^ into Q^H^. Up to now we have assumed
only first order natural operators. In what follows we shal prove that natural
operators of finite order r > 1 do not exist.
We have denoted by S^ = i?"" ® ®^ i?"'* the standard fibre of the lifting functor
Q^H^ and by (Гд) coordinates on S^. Then (4) is the action of the group L^ on ^ i .
The standard fibre of the lifting functor J'Q^H^ is S[ = T;;5I = S^® S , ®
® jR'"* ® ... Ф Si (g) O'Ä'"*. Let i, denote the canonical monomorphism of
groups i/. l}^ -> Д„, [a'j) h-v (a^, 0 , . . . , 0). Then from the coordinate expression of the
action of E^ ^ on S[ we immediately prove the following
Lemma. The action of the structure group U,^^ on the standard fibre S[ of the
lifting functor J''Q^H^ is such that its restriction to the subgroup ir+ii^tj) ^^ ^^^
tensor action of type (1, s + 2) on any component 5^ ® O^i?'"*? 0 ^ s ^ r, o/ S[.
Consider an L|„-equivalent m a p / of the tensor space of type (r, s), r Ф s, into the
tensor space of type (p, q). Then using the standard methods of the theory of dif
ferential invariants, [10], [12], we see t h a t / i s the solution of the equation
(r-s)|.x'- = (p-,)/.
According to [4] / is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m where (r — 5) m =
= (p — q). H e n c e / must be a homogeneous polynomial of degree (p — ^)/(r ~ s).
Theorem 4. All natural operators of Q^H^ into Q^H^ of finite orders are zero
order natural operators with the associated maps given by (U).
Proof. Let / : Q^H^ -> Q^H^ be an r-th order natural operator, г ^ 0. Its as
sociated map F is an ^^^-equivariant map of T^S^ into S^, [18]. F must be also an
Lî„-equivariant map if we identify L^ with i^+zi^n)- If we restrict F to the component
iSi ® O^R""^, 0 ^ s g r, we have an L|„-equivariant map of the tensor space of
type (1, s + 2) into the tensor space of type (l, 2). Hence F must be a homogeneous
polynomial of degree 1/(1 + s) which yields s = 0. In Section 3 we have proved
that all such maps are (11), QED.
Theorem 5. / / the order of a natural operator f: Q^H^ -^ Q^H^ is finite then its
order is less than or equal to one.
Proof. The standard fibre of the lifting functor Q^H^ is R2 = S^ @ S^® i^^*
and the action of L^ is given by (6). It is easy to see that the restriction of the action
(6) to the subgroup 1з(Цп) is, on the first component, the tensor action of type (1, 2)
and, on the second component, the tensor action of type (1, 3). Let the natural opera
t o r / : Q^H^ -^ Q^E^ be of finite order r. Its associated map F is an Д^^-equivariant
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map of S[ into Ri- F has to be an LÎ„-eqiiiivariant map and resticting F to the component Si ® O^ i^^* we obtain for the first component of R2 the map described
in Theorem 4 and for the second component oï R2 ^ polynomial map of degree
2/(1 + s). Hence s ^ 1, QED.
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